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Faster and cheaper computing has led to lower:
• Costs of stock market participation ↓
• Search costs for suitable funds ↓
• Information costs ↓

Yet, stock market participation has been declining since 2001.

Main Contribution

A: The explosion of financial technologies for retail 
investors does not guarantee broad increases in household 
wealth.  Instead, the sophisticated investors who already 
have relatively high levels of wealth are most likely to 
benefit from many of the new technologies.
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2. Asset markets clear: 𝑟𝑝 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑧 − 𝑐𝑥
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5. Investors optimally choose between:
max {𝑉LNgdhijgKkKh, 𝑉lKjmkgno, 𝑉bmijkp}

Equilibrium

Impact on funds

WHY DON’T FUNDS EQUALIZE RETURNS?
H1. Informed outperforms uninformed (before/after fees)
H2. Wealthy investors achieve higher Sharpe ratios.

Conclusions
Financial technology has heterogeneous benefits 
Who benefits? 
• Before 2000, the gains were going to low-wealth investors
because lower participation costs allowed them to enter and benefit
from the equity premium
• After 2000, the gains started going to high-wealth investors.
Better data technologies disproportionately help wealthier investors.
• And technologies that make it easier to search for funds do not
solve the problem. In fact, they amplify it.

Model: Heterogeneous investors in wealth have a choice between 
not investing, investing uninformedly (avg. fund), or informedly 
(skilled fund) 
Investors and Managers
• Heterogeneity in investor initial wealth, 𝑊;' ∈ [0,𝑊;

cit]
• Skilled managers (measure M) act in the best interest of investors
Asset market
• One riskless asset: r

• Asset payoff, 𝑧
Noisy supply, x
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Fiction 1: Participation is costly: fee F
Friction 2: Finding a suitable manager is costly, 𝛚

When they meet, they negotiate a management fee, 𝑓'
Friction 3: Information is costly, 𝜿 𝝈𝒔d𝟐

Signals: 𝑠',c = 𝑥 + 𝜖b, where 𝜖b~N(0, 𝜎b,',c/ )

Cost of information: 𝜅 𝜎b,',cd/ = 𝑐;𝜎b,',cd/
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Equilibrium properties

• Returns to scale in asset management ⇒ only managers
acquire private information about assets

• Investors equilibrium Funds equilibrium
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• Result from comparative statics exercise: Opposing
implications for participation, competition, inequality

INEQUALITY AND THE EQUITY PREMIUM
P3. Lower particip. costs: (c) lower premium & inequality.
I3. Lower info. costs: (c) higher premium, higher inequality.
S3. Lower search costs: (c) higher premium higher inequality.

Policy Implications
FinTech creates tradeoffs between equality & efficiency

+ Welfare perspective: effects are positive; the wealth is
used most efficiently; but if planner cares about inequality, 
he needs to account for information externalities

+ Target both the margin for participation and the margin
for informed (sophisticated) trading

+ Financial edu. is not enough to improve participation
+ Democratize access to data
+ Increase sophisticated fund fees (i.e., hedge fund fees)

COMPETITION AND FUND FEES
P2. Lower particip. costs imply (b) more managers, higher fees.
I2. Lower info. costs imply (b) more managers, lower fees.
S2.  Lower search costs imply (b) fewer managers, lower fees.

PARTICIPATION AND PRICE INFORMATIVENESS
P1. Lower particip. costs: (a) more participation, (a') less info.
I1. Lower info. costs: (a) less participation,  (a') more info.
S1.  Lower search costs: (a) less participation,  (a') more info

Identifying the effects in the data

Theoretical Model

Impact on investors

Lower participation cost

Lower information & search costs

Lower participation cost            Lower information cost

Lower search cost

Theoretical predictions
Participation costs ↓ imply (1) more participation, less info, (2) 
more managers, higher fees, (3) lower inequality.
Information costs ↓ imply (1) less participation, more info, 
(2) more managers, lower fees, (3) higher inequality.
Search costs ↓ imply (1) less participation, more info,
(2) fewer managers, lower fees, (3) higher inequality.
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Q: WHO BENEFITS FROM FINANCIAL 
INNOVATION?

Contribution: Build a unified theory that reconciles 
financial innovation with the decrease in stock market 
participation and increase in inequality obs. In last 
decades.

Why? Because classical info-based theories have two flaws: 
1) Ignore the possibility that investors can share the cost of
research by investing in a fund
2) To generate an increase in inequality, they need to assume
information costs have increased over time, but inconsistent
with the stock market becoming more informative in the last
decades
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